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House Resolution 998

By: Representatives Neal of the 1st and Weldon of the 3rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Mr. Mike and Mrs. Leila Fuller; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Mr. Mike and Mrs. Leila Fuller have made great economic and philanthropic2

contributions to Northwest Georgia over the last 20 years; and3

WHEREAS, Mr. and Mrs. Fuller are the owners of Fuller Rehabilitation, a successful4

medical equipment business in Northwest Georgia that has grown into one of the top ten5

power mobility providers in the nation; and6

WHEREAS, Fuller Rehabilitation has served thousands of patients who suffer with7

debilitating physical and mobility challenges and employs more than 180 employees, with8

approximately 65 percent being Georgia residents; and9

WHEREAS, Fuller Rehabilitation is committed to patient satisfaction, clinical excellence,10

and regulatory compliance in dealing with CMS, Medicaid, and numerous private insurance11

companies; and12

WHEREAS, serving as positive catalysts for change and role models, the Fullers are actively13

engaged in the political process at the federal level by evaluating and making14

recommendations to CMS that have been adopted and resulted in considerable taxpayer15

savings for medicare expenditures; and16

WHEREAS, Mr. and Mrs. Fuller constantly display commitment to their employees, their17

deeply held Christian values and convictions, their business, and their beloved family; and18

WHEREAS, shining examples of community activists and supporters, the Fullers have19

created numerous educational scholarships and contributed a $1 million endowment to North20

Georgia's Hutcheson Medical Center to further cancer research and provide greater quality21

of care to cancer patients; and22
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WHEREAS, it is fitting that this body express its appreciation to Mr. and Mrs. Fuller for the23

great credit they reflect on their community and the state.24

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that25

the members of this body commend Mr. Mike and Mrs. Leila Fuller of Fuller Rehabilitation26

for their outstanding service and many important contributions to Northwest Georgia and the27

state.28

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized29

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Mr. and Mrs. Fuller.30


